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Abstract   
This work entitled as “CREDIT CARD FRAUD DETECTION”. It deals with minimization of problem posed by 

the old magnetic stripe card technology. For this purpose we are using EMV (Europay -Master card- Visa) chip 

card design in the credit card business.This EMV chip card technology efficiently deduces the conflicts and 

problems in the old magnetic stripe card method. There must be detection methods available like fall back in 

which the technology will fail. WEKA is a data mining tool which is used to classify the transaction tool. In our 

theses  we are using the above for model creation and evaluated were Naïve Bayes,oneR,Logistic Regression, 

and our proposed J48 and the appropriate algorithm for my study were selected from their accuracy value it 

would consider a best algorithm for our study. My study value shows that the J48 is more fit in understanding 
the transaction logs data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Credit card fraud is a growing concern in the present world with the growing fraud in the government 

offices, corporate industries, finance industries, and many other organizations. In the present world, the high 

dependency on the internet is the reason for an increased rate of credit card fraud transactions but the fraud has 

increased not only online but also offline transactions. Though the data mining techniques[6] are used the result 

is not much accurate to detect these credit card frauds. The only way to minimize these losses is the detection of 
the fraud using efficient algorithms which is a promising way to reduce the credit card frauds. As the use of the 

internet is increasing[Figure.1], a credit card is issued by the finance company. Having a credit card means that 

we can borrow the funds. The funds can be used for any of the purposes. When coming to the issuance of the 

card, the condition involved is that the cardholder will pay back the original amount they borrowed along with 

the additional charges they agreed to pay. 

 

 II. EXISTING METHOD  

In this current work the Naïve Bayes machine learning classifier attempts to anticipate a class which is 

known as result class dependent on probabilities, and furthermore restrictive probabilities of its event from the 

preparation information. This sort of learning is exceptionally proficient, quick and high in exactness for true 

situations, and furthermore this learning type is known as directed learning. The usage of Naïve Bayes and oneR 
calculation on same Visa dataset to compute the exactness of calculations to recognize the deceitful exchanges 

in the dataset. Test results portray that the two classifiers works contrastingly for the equivalent dataset. The 

reason for existing is to improve the exactness, precision and increment the adaptability of the calculation . 

Bayesian system classifiers are exceptionally well known in the territory of machine learning and it goes under 

the class of regulated order models. Guileless Bayes classifier is likewise a notable Bayesian Network that 

depends on Bayes hypothesis of restrictive likelihood and thus, is a classifier dependent on likelihood which 

considers Naïve i.e., solid freedom presumption .It was earlier presented with some other name, into the content 

recovery network as a standard system for sorting content in light of the fact that there was an issue of choosing 

in which class the archives do has a place with, with word frequencies as the element. The Naïve Bayes machine 

learning classifier endeavors to anticipate a class which is known as result class dependent on probabilities, and 

furthermore contingent probabilities of how frequently it happened from the preparation information. This sort 

of learning is extremely productive, quick and high in exactness for true situations, and is known as directed 
learning. Likewise, this is exceptionally effective on the grounds that it evaluates the parameters by utilizing 

little preparing information which is utilized for characterization and depends on word autonomy. In spite of the 

fact that Naïve Bayes is very easy to execute and comprehend and utilizes solid suspicions. It gives entirely 
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precise outcomes and furthermore it has been demonstrated again and again the time that Naïve Bayes works 

viably in different territories identified with machine learning 

  

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

The main aim of this paper is to classify the transactions that have both the fraud and non-fraud 

transactions in the dataset using algorithms like that the Random Forest and the Adaboost algorithms. Then 

these two algorithms are compared to choose the algorithm that best detects the credit card fraud transactions. 

The process flow for the credit fraud detection problem [Figure.3.]includes the splitting of the data, model 

training, model deployment, and the evaluation criteria. Figure.3 Process Flow The detailed architecture 

diagram for the credit card fraud detection system [Figure. 4.] includes many steps from gathering dataset to 
deploying model and performing analysis based on results. In this model we take the Kaggle credit card fraud 

dataset and pre-processing is to be done for the dataset. Now to prepare the model we have to split the data into 

the training data and the testing data. We use the training data to prepare the Random Forest and the Adaboost 

models. Then we develop both the models. Finally, the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score is calculated for 

bot the models. Finally the comparison of the credit card fraud transactions more accurately 

 

 
Figure 1. Process flow diagram 

 

The detailed architecture diagram for the credit card fraud detection system [Figure. 4.] includes many 

steps from gathering dataset to deploying model and performing analysis based on results. In this model we take 

the Kaggle credit card fraud dataset and pre-processing is to be done for the dataset. Now to prepare the model 

we have to split the data into the training data and the testing data. We use the training data to prepare the 
Random Forest and the Adaboost models. Then we develop both the models. Finally, the accuracy,  precision,  

recall, and F1-score is calculated for bot the models.  Finally the comparison of the credit card fraud transactions 

more accurately.  

 

4.1. Random forest algorithm: 

The Random Forest algorithm [Figure. 5]is one of the widely used supervised learning algorithms. This 

can be used for both regression and classification purposes. But, this algorithm is mainly used for classification 

problems. Generally, a forest is made up of trees and similarly, the Random Forest algorithm creates the 

decision trees on the sample data and gets the prediction from each of the sample data. Then Random Forest 

algorithm is an ensemble method. This algorithm is better than the single decision trees because it reduces the 

over-fitting by averaging the result.  
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Figure.2.Random forest algorithm 

 

1. Take the Kaggle credit card fraud dataset that is trained and randomly select some of the sample data.   

2. Using the randomly created sample data now creates the Decision Trees that are used to classify the 

cases into the fraud and non-fraud cases.  

3. The Decision Trees are formed by splitting the nodes, the nodes which have the highest  Information 

gain make it as the root node and classify the fraud and non-fraud cases.  

4. Now the majority vote is performed and the decision Trees may result in 0 as output which includes 

that these are the non-fraud cases.  

5. Finally, we find the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 -score for both the fraud and non-fraud cases.  
  

  Random Forest algorithm  

  

 Algorithm Random Forest : To generate  c classifiers:  

                For i=1 to c do  

                Randomly select the training data D with       

    replacement to produce Di  

                 Create a root node N containing Di and cell   

Build Tree(N) End for  

Majority Vote  

  

Build Tree(N)  
  Randomly select x% of all the possible   splitting  

features in N  

  Select the features F that has the highest Information  

  A gain for further splitting  

  Gain (T,X)=Entropy (T)-Entropy(T,X)  

  Now to calculate the entropy we use,  

    
  Create f child nodes  

 For i=1 to f do   Set contents f N to Di  

    Call Build Tree(Ni)  

  End for  
 End  

 

4.2.Adaboost algorithm: 

Boosting is one of the ensemble techniques. This algorithm is used to build strong classifiers from 

weaker classifiers. This can be done by building a strong model by using a weak model in the series. Initially, a 

model is built from the training data. Then the second model is built from the first model by correcting the errors 
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that represent in the model that is created before. This is a repetitive process and is continued until either the 

maximum number of models is added or the complete training dataset is predicted correctly. Adboost was one 

of the most successful boosting algorithms that were developed for the binary classification.   

 

 
 

The short name for Adaboost is adaptive boosting. It is best used with weak learners. This Adaboost 

boosting technique [Figure. 6]combines the multiple weak classifiers into a strong classifier. Adaboost 

algorithm can be used with short decision trees. The way the Adaboost is created is such that initially at first the 

nodes are created and the tree is made, then the performance of the tree on each of the instances is checked. 

Also, a weight is assigned. The training data that is hard to predict is the one that gives more weight. The 
Adaboost algorithm is a powerful classifier that works well on both the basic and complex problems. The 

disadvantage of this algorithm is that this algorithm is mostly sensitive to noisy data. This algorithm is also 

sensitive to outliers.  

  

Steps for Adaboost Algorithm    

1. The Kaggle credit card fraud dataset is taken and is trained. Randomly select some of the sample data.   

2. Using the randomly created sample data now creates the decision trees sequentially for classifying the 

fraud and non-fraud cases.  

3. The decision trees are formed initially. This can be done by splitting the node based on which has the 

highest information gain, make it as the root node, and classify the fraud and non-fraud cases.   

4. Now calculate the error rate, performance, and update the weights of the fraud and non-fraud 

transactions that are incorrectly classified.  
5. Now majority vote is performed and the decision trees may result as output which indicates the 

nonfraud cases.   

6. The decision trees may output 1 which indicates that it is a fraud case.  

7. Finally, we find the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score for both the fraud and non-fraud cases.  
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4.4 Architecture Diagram 
 

 
 

V.KEY RESULTS 

5.1 Main widow frame: 

 

 
 

5.2 Classification And Detection Frame: 
This form helps to load credit card dataset  as Attribute related file format and to classify using list of algorithm 

with our proposed system. 
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5.3. Detectin using proposed work: 
This form helps to select and classify credit card dataset using our proposed work. 
 

 
 

5.4. Result Analysis Form: 
In this form that helps to predict the result of classification using our proposed work. 
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VI. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
From the above analysis, it is clear that many machine learning algorithms are used to detect the fraud 

but we can observe that the results are not satisfactory. So, we would like to implement deep learning algorithms 

to detect credit card fraud accurately.   

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Even though there are many fraud detection techniques we can’t say that this particular algorithm 

detects the fraud completely. From our analysis, we can conclude that the accuracy is the same for both the 

Random Forest and the Adaboost algorithms. When we consider the precision, recall,  and the  F1-score the 

Random Forest algorithm has the highest value than the Adaboost algorithm.  Hence we conclude that the 

Random Forest Algorithm works best than the Adaboost algorithm to detect credit card fraud.   
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